
silver package

four hours

100 + photos

engagement session

video highlight reel

Wedding day highlight package. 
Most suiting for couples taking a more simplistic

approach to their wedding day
 by capturing the "main events "of their day such

as ceremony, and reception highlights.
 

fully edited album  link

$2,000silver package

four hours

100 + photos

engagement session

video highlight reel 

fully edited album  link

$2,000

1 photographer/ 1 cinematic
expert



Gold package

eight hours

engagement session

video highlight reel, mini video

fully edited album  link

$2,800

bridal mini photo

300 + photos

Most suiting for couples taking a  bigger
approach to capturing their wedding

day by capturing the getting ready
moments, ceremony, portraits, and

reception 

bride and groom mini

1 photographer/ 1 cinematic
expert



platinum  package

full day ( 10+ hours

500 + photos

engagement session

full video and highlight reel clip

Full Wedding day package. Most suiting for couples
wanting to capture their entire wedding from getting

ready moments, to bridal photos, and after party shots.
This is the most sought after package as it has no time

limit to end your wedding, and gives you the most
coverage.

fully edited album  link

$3,500

bridal photos 

bride and groom shoot

1 photographer/ 1 cinematic expert

rehearsal coverage



extras/add ons!
trash the dress! - 200$
"Trash the dress" photos are pictures taken after the wedding in
which the bride essential ly ruins her dress. I t 's a great way to have
one f inal creative photoshoot with your partner.

day after wedding shoot- 150$
A fun couples shoot to show off your r ings,  and love, show who the
new Mrs,  and Mrs are!

after parties- 350$ for ( 2 and half hours) 80$ per hour after
Of course your going to want to celebrate the biggest moment in
your l i fe.

rehearsal  dinner coverages - $300
"Trash the dress" photos are pictures taken after the wedding in
which the bride essential ly ruins her dress. I t 's a great way to
have one f inal creative photoshoot with your partner.

extra photographer

wanting a photographer for any extra coverage? No
problem, an extra photographer, will do their own

edits and will have their own album prepared for you,
in the same time manner as the other photographer

and cinematic expert. 

 4 hours - $500
8 - $1,000

full day $1,500
 
 


